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NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISBNW!! 

On a Type of Air Lubricated Journal Bearing 

- by - 

G.L. Shires. 

Experimental journal bearings have been constructed which will support 

a radial load when supplied with air at high pressure. The principles of 

this type of bearing are discussed, and some of the available experimental 

data analysed. The results arc collated in terms of a non-dimensional 

parameter based on the theory of viscid flow between two adjacent surfaces 

and by this means are extrapolated to give performance figures for bearings 

outside the range of the experiments. The estimated performance is then 

compared with that of conventional bearings , and conclusions are drawn 

regarding possible applications of this type of air lubrication. 
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I .o Iwtroduct1on 

It is a fundamental principle of lubrication that if two suriaces are 
SqMrated by a fluid film the resistance to relative motion IS reduced, and 
the lower the viscosity of the fluid the smiler the resisting force. If a 
bear%nC: is constructed in which the lubricant is a gas - having a very low 
viscosity - and in which the distribution of static pressure supplies the 
supporting force, it will thus be virtually frictionless. Such bearings have 
been made to Operate with air and have been apyroprmtely called "air lubrmated" 
UP "floatmgV1 bearings. 

The earlier exaqles were thrust bearings consisting simply of two flat, 
semi-cylindrical, or hemispherical surfaces sqarated by a thin film of air 
introduced at a high presaurc through rings or rows of small holes. i3esrings 
of this kind were duvelopcd at the Royal Aircraft Establishment and mre sub- 
SWICntly incorporated them iu a 2 ton vimd tunnel balance. Later, an air 
lubricated ~owml bearing was constructed on the sme principle with two 
peripheral rings of inlet holes aud wrls used in a device for measuring the 
torcw in 3 rotatzqg propoller shaft. This ?-;ork was discontinued after 193.2, 
and uutil quite 
ttw field. 

roccntly llttie further rontiarch has apparently been done in 
In the lost few years, ho;iever, there has becn soi% interest cou- 

cerrtlng the appliaation of gas lubrimtcd bearings to the gas turbine, partl- 
cularly to plant in which the weight of the rotor is so great as to preclude 
the USC of ball or roller bearikys because of the Brir.elliog of the races 
whdn stationary. The conventioual ~lternativo in the lattm case - the Oil 
Journal bearing - is especially subJeot to large frictional losses at high 
rOtntiOlil1 speeds, and it has been suggested tkt a comparatively frictionless 
boaritq lrkc the air lubricated journal bcariug rri2;ht be an econo~kal sub- 
st1tute; the chief disadvnntage is, of course, the power consumption of the 
necessary an compressor. 5%~ renewed luterest 1.n air lubricatzon revealed 
a ScarcAy of expximental &ta and of iltians of estimtmg bearing porformuces. 
An lnvestrgatron into the propertrbs of nir lubricated journsl bwrings ms 
therefOre begun at the N.G.T.E. with the 3im of finding a moans of predicting 
approxmately the performnoc of any given bcarirg or, alternatively, of de- 
signq a boarlug to specification. 

An attempt was first made to obtain a theoretical solution based on vis- 
sid flow theory. EXperimnts were carried out to determine tL propertios of 
llr flowiq in a narrow slot (Ref. I), and fundamental relationships for the 
L'bv betwcn cdJnoent surfactis were verified. These expressions were then 
wplicd to the case of a ~ourual bearmg, and some estuaates of performncc 
ased on the assumption of axial flw Tfere mde. Iiowevur, tests oerformd 
'ith 3 2" diameter btiarmng showed that the theoretical values of lo3.d oapaoity 
'em optimistic, and the lJroble-I> -JJJL therefore considered in greater detail. 
ni'ortumtcly, the conditions at the inlet holes are so complicated th3t a 
oneral solution could not be obtained and the theoretical approach was rejec+ 
d in favour of the experineukl. &z&her tests (Ref. 2) were then performed 
ith the 2" diamtzr bearing, USI~ various values of clearance and various 
olc sizes 2nd positions. The results of these experimnts are mdysed ln 
'11s report and correlated in term of a non-dimensional pJmmter Uerived 
Corn viscid flow theory. Approximte general agreement is obtained, and the 
qm?cal factors deduced are thm u stid m tho ostimtion of the performnce 
' boari><s outside the rage ti sizes and pressures investigated. l?mn con- 
-&ration oF those predictoa values it is possible to &a~ general conclu- 
on:: rtnxrdi no flm CP‘-n~, I ,>f -rnn,.r~Ci,>n nf fhn Il7P l,ihricatd ,rn,mal~ hafir- 
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after passing fram the inlet holes, flows outwards towards the ends of the 
bearing which are open to atmosphere. When the bearing is loaded the path 
of the air is ourvcd, because there is a oircumferential component of velo- 
city from the smaller to the larger clearance. However, for the purpose of 
this qualitative description the fluid can be imagined as flowing axially 
away from each inlet hole and along an equivalent slot (Fig. 2) of width, a, 
equal to the circumferential distance between adjacent inlet holes; of length, 
8, equal to the distance from the ring of the inlet holes to the end; and of 
depth, h, equal to the local radial clearance. 

If the INSS flow through each bole is assumed to be indeptindent of h, 
the principle of the bearing is revealed in the equations (Ref. I) relating 
the prcasure, p,, just outside the hole to the exhaust pressure, p2. TheSS 
are 

P,2 - p22 = 2L+,, . .,.......*.......~.,..,.,,...* (1) 

for laminar flow, and 
1 

P,2 - P2 2 = 0.133 . 1-1’ . f . Gq x ..*................(2) 

for turbulent flow; where G, is the mass flow from the hole, n is the absolute 
viscosity and T the absolute temperature of the air and g is the acceleration 
due to gravity. 
p1 is small. 

Obviously, whon h is small pl is large, an&when h is large 
Hence, when a raalal load is applied the shaft becomes eccentric 

within the shell and a distribution of pressure IS produced which tends to 
Oppose the applied load. If the load is within the capacity of the bearing, 
an equilibrium eccentric position is attained in which the summation of the 
components of pressure in the direction of the load is equal to the load. 

This description has, of course, been simplified, since the rnss flow 
is not constant nor aro the flow paths purely axial. These two effects oom- 
bine to make the actual bearing load capacity less than that estimated aocord- 
ing to this simple theory. The mass flow, for instance, is often affected by 
the value of the local clearance , the degree of dependence being a function of 
size and shape of the inlet holes. If the holes are very large, their resist- 
ance is negligible and the mass flow is governed almost entlroly by the local 
clearance; a decrease in h reduces tho mass flow considerably and thus re- 
ducas or eliminates the local pressure rise. With small inlet holes, however, 
the total resistance of the flow path LS not greatly affected by variations 
1.11 ohranoe, and if the local value of E is less than 0.528 it is entirely 
independent. If this latter condition ho pf as at all the holes, the form of the 
peripheral pressure distribution is an optimum, although the maximum value of 
Pp1 is then less than 0.528 PO. Further, experiments have s~JXVCI th2t, as two 
bearing surfaces approach, the local value of p, does not reach the value p. 
but drops away to sero as sontact odours. This is due to the effect of a re- 
duction of G, ovornding the effect of a decreasa in h, and occurs whenever 
local pressures are much in excess of 0.528 po, in other words, when the holes 
are unchoked. A similar detrimental effoot occurs at the low pressure side 
of the hcariw, where tho ideal low pressures are only attained when the mass 
flow is limited by choking at the holes. The conclusion is, therefore, tbnt 
for the maximum value of the load capacity the bearing must be operated with 
lnoat of its inlet holes in a choked condition. 

So far, the drop in pressure (p. - 
within the inlet hole whereas, in faot 

p,) has been assumed to take place 
, it nny take place in the hole and/or 

between the bearing surfaces at the commencement of the radial flow away from 
the hole. If, for instance, plain boles (Fig. 3a) are used, the cross sec- 
tional area of radial flow, 2wrh, may be loss than the area of the hole, 71T2, 
in which case choking ooo~u‘s between the bearing surfaces and the mass flow 
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is then proportional to h. Ths reduces the rate 4 ,.hawe of p, with h and 
hence the bearing load capacity as a whcle. In the expertllents this effect 
was eqerienaed, but was cverccme by the use cf flared holes (Fig. 3b) or 
holes joined by a peripheral groove (Fig. 3~). 30th methods increase the load 
capacity, the latter more than the former , probably because the flow near the 
grooves 1s almost Rurely axial. IIcwever, the cross sectional area of the .gccvz 
is critical, Ond if too large has the unwanted effect of equalising the prea- 
sure round the perichery. lt.cst cl' the results discussed in the fcllcwing sec- 
tion core obtained with bearings having dell flared unconnected inlet boles, 
110 information being available regarding the optimum dimensions of connecting 
grc"vos" 

Air lubricated hearings Lve been made with other systems of inlet holes, 
grccvzs, or rece55es (Ref. .5), but for the purpose of this note only the type 
doscribed above LS ccns~dcrcd. 

3.0 The Exutirsmental Data 

The data upon which the empirical expressions for beari- performance 
are based wt'rti obtsined from tests prevlouslg repcrtrtd (Ref. 2) and from fur- 
ther tixporimcnts with the .aa~~ apparatus, diffcrcnt sizes of inlet hoL:beiw 
used. Thcsc N.G.T.E. results are also compared with those which were cbtaincd 
with similar bearings by the B.A.E. and by ;.essrs. Gilkes and Gordon of Kendal. 
All the figures for perfcrnnncc, load and mass flow are expressad as non-dinen- 
slcnal coefficients, and the correlation 2s obtained by plottx.ng these values 
against the ratlo of the actual clearance to the inlet hole choking clearance 
based on the "equivalent slot theory". 

3.1 The Equivalent Slot Thecrx 

In section 2.0 the principle of the bearing was describedwith reference 
to thu equivalent slot. Although the simple theory does not provide a direct 
means of estimating pdrfcrmance It serves L IS a basis for the empirical method 
cut1 Lned belo.*. The theoretical choking clearance is based on the assumption 
of the ideal condition deduced in the previous section, namely that z.11 of the 
inlet holes are &ok&. The number of hcles which are choked in an actual 
bearing, depends on its eactintricity , but for the purpose of comparison the 
ozmple case is ccnsiderzd of that bearing, vnth a cc-axial shaft and shell, 
which corresponds to the axial mass flow assumed in the slot theory. 

The tivo basic expressions for the pressure drop along a narrow slot are 
given in equations (1) and (2) as 

9 2 -p22c2ic.p.~.~ for laminar flow..................(l) 

and 
1 

PI 
2 T p22 = o.sjj . px . T . for turbulent f&v...........(2) 

If each holo is considered as a nczelc in which the velocity head at 
csit is lost, the Matsonship between the r~servcir pressure pc and the pres- 
SIX< Just outside the hole, p, is 

whore 16 is the j&oh number at axit from the hole and Y is the ratio of the 
specrfic heats. Srnce for tne i&31 +di.t.mn ccnsldercd E = 1.0, 

Y 
PO 77 

zq = 
.,...,.........*..................... (3) 
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Also, the mss flow, Gl, along the equivalent slot can be expressed as 

M 
G' = ' * RT . Po * 

0 

wher'e s is the equivalent mlet hole area and To is the air tampcrature in 
the r?scmolr. When hi = 1, thm reduces to 

G, = 9. 

RTO 
* PO * 

NOW for the lsminar case the relationship 
equation (I), which can be transfomed by 
G, above to give 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4) 

between p, and P2is that given by 
substitutmg the values of 2 and 

PI 

since, bocsusc of the large rate of heat flow withw the bearing shell, the 
air teinperature in the slot, T, and that in the reservoir, To, arc substanti- 

In the complete bearing the total inl.et ares is 

3 zn. ($)=n. 2s I 
number of rings of inlet holes 

where n 1s the total number of inlet holes and d is the diameter of each. 
When one central rix of inlet holes IS used the fluid flows away from each 
ho19 towards both ends of the bearxng so 

3 
bat the equivalent hole area, s, 1s 

then half the actuzd hole area, 1.e. &(dZC$) , and the mdth of the equivalent 
7-D slot, a, 1s (y); whereas when two rings of holes me used the corresponding 

VllUCS arc q2) nna 2(F). In olther osse 

Hence, for the idcal con&t-Low, considered the choking dramtral clearance 
1s given as 

Ii . (YgRT,) . e. . s 
co3 q Oh3 e . . . . . . . . . . (5) 
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For turbuleilt flow tt? comes onding 
Z), 

eqrssaion is obtained by mkiq 
the same substitutions In equation which gives 

I \ 1.!9u-7) 1 7/%! 7 /I 

When air at X.T.P. is the working fluid (T, = 288": abs., p = 1.20 x IO-' 
lb/f't. sec., Y = 1.40) we have for laminar flow 

'03 = po . 2~~mx31~~~j2) m3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(7) .D 

and for turbulent flow 

the units in both cases bcirig those indicated in Apperd~x I. 

Theoretically, >vhen the clearance has the value co all the inlet holes 
are Just choked, and accordi% to section 2.0 the load capacity should be a 
maximum. The e~rimental results show that the optimum clearance is less than 
co, the discre~ncy being due to the assumptions of concentricity and axial 
flon made LII the theory. 

J-2 The Analysis of the Bzsults 

A series of experiments was performed with a 2" diameter bearlry: of 3" 
length (Ref. 2), rind some of the results hre shomn Ln I?+ 4. and Pig. 5 expres- 
sed in turms of the non-dimensional loud coefficient IIWX and plotted 

A'.(P,-P,) 
against the difference b<:twen the supply and the exhaust pressure. The effec- 
tlve area, A' , 1s given by 

A' = D. (L - 24) + y } =D. k-y} . . . . . . . . . . l . ...*..* (9)  

s/here L is the total bearing length and d‘the distance from the inlet holes to 
the end. Its use is based on the fact that the axial pressure distribution is 
apjproximately parabolic from the rln5, ~0 of' iCat, holes to the end and IS approxl- 
matcly uniform b&won thun ,, this being confirmed by the gooa correlation which 
1s obtained when the experimental vslues of load coefficient for I370 different 
posltionz of the inlet holes are derived with the ad of A' as a parameter. 
li'hc: lad coefficitint 1s afPe&Lvuly a nwasure of the bearing load capacity. 

- -  _ _ . . . in 



Apparently, therefore equation (7) IO valid in form 
a means of correlating the exI~erimenta1 results. This is 
plotting the load coefficient against the cleardnw ratio 

and so should provide 
$one III 13~. 6 by 

: , where 0 is thti 
0 

actual clearance and co the theoretical chokis clearance obtained by substitu- 
ting the appropriate values of I jo, &,,and S in equation 7. The chosen values 
of PO mere s.7, 74.7 and 94.7 Ibs/inlabs., and the values of hRX We?32 

A'.(p,-~2) 
rend from the curves in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The results for the four oases clre 
in approximate agreement Then plotted in this way and a mean curve is drawn. 
The m~imum value of 0.29 for the load coefficacnt, ha% , then corresponds 

A'.(p,-112) 
to a clearrnce ratio of $ = 0.86. 

0 
Since all these results were obtained with bearings of the same overall 

dimensions, it is interssting to compare them wi!,h the ra:;nlts for a larger 
bearing expressed in the same nor.-diwnsional form. iit hzssrs . C~lkos and 
Gordon a 3.5" diameter bearing has been made with unconnected inlet holes 
(Appendix II),and some test results ware n&e avdilable to the 3.G.T.S. 'ihe% 
are represented in Fig. 7 as a point which lies very claw to the wan curve 
obtained %nth the 2" diameter bearings and so zndicnten tbzt the overall s~se 
of the bearing apparently has little effect on its porfornmnce. .Wartheleos 
other factors .may have an effect 
L 

, the most important of those being the ratio 

i7 
and the type of inlet hole. The value of $j is significant in that, above 

d certain value between 1.5 and. 2.4, the deter*orntion of pcrfonnancc due to 
the oircumferential components of flow becomes ap:reciable. This is illus- 
trated by the case of an overlong bearing - the static rig (kiof. 2) - which 
is also represented in pig. 7. 

In Appendix II some details of hazings with connecting grooves are also 
given, and the results are denoted in I'lg. 7 by three points Joined by a broken 
curve. The improved parformancc is probably partly duo to the more even drs- 
tribution of air in tnose cases, and a similar result might ~11 be obtained 
with unconnected inlet holes if a sufficiently 'L,wger number wore used. Tho 
value ror K&3X of 0.29 which is ;ippliad in ttm subsequent calculation of 

A'*(p,-P2) 
bearing performance is not, therefore, tho ultimate attamrmbla, values as high 
as 0.42 berng apparently possible with correctly designed connecting grooves. 

In estimating performance the air consumption is obvious1 important, 
and Fig. 8 shows typical curves of too mass flow coefficient, r? T, plotted 

0 
against (p -p2) whore G is the total mass flovr through the boaring and Co is 
the theora%ical choking mass flou obtain&i by multiplyir~ G in equation (4) 
by the numberof q$vdlu?r, h&s. Ti-2 sVmpe of the curve is &pen ent upon the load, A 
and for tho purpose of the analysis light loads are assumed. In correlating 
the various curves the same Parameter, $ , is again used, and E.g. 9 shows 

tt1o results. The same specific values o? p. YKXCC chosen, namely 54.7, 74.7, 
and 91;.7 lb/in2abs., thz values of co being calculated from equation (7) as 
before and the corresponding values of !$ read off graphs similar to those of 

0 
Fig. 8. The degree of correlation ia not so good as t'bat obtained rrhcn corn- 
paring values of the load cocffrcient, but is sufflciont to Justify the draw 
ing of a wan curve. This curve is analogous to the nori,& zass flow against 
prassurti curve for an orifice , and shons the chokinG cffcct nith values of c 
greater than unity. Whwn & = 0.86, corrcspondil~ to the maximum load cagz 

city, $ is 0.60 00 compared with tht! maximum value of ap,roxirately 0.7, the 

latter being in eftect a dischsr~c coefficient. 
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3.3 The Mfects of Rotation 

The previous section has been devoted to experimental resu:t; obtained 
with static bearings, th& 1s to say with no relative movement betwe-n I& 
shaft and the shell, but attempts have of course been made to deternine the 
effects of rotation. At the iI.G.T.;. a 2" diameter bearing was run at speeds 
up to 12,000 R.P.K., equivalent to a pempheral speed of more than 100 f't./sec., 
and no change ln the pressure distribution or mass f'lcw was detected. As has 
been shown (Y'lgC 8) a &awe In eccentricity (mused in that case by a c'hange 
of load) produces a change m mss flow , the supply pressure being constant. 
iience, the constancy of the mss flm in t&se tests indicates ttmt the ecccn- 
triclty and thcreforc the load mpdcity is unaffected by relative aLotion at 
least up to 100 ft. /SW. Iiowver, lf the perrpheral speed of the rotor is 
of the same order as the axml velocity of the air (about 500 ft./set. in the 
K.G.T.E. experments) some ohaqge in porformnce might be expected. lievertne- 
less, the effect cannot be very serious, smce at iieosrs. Gilkes end Gordon a 
2" dianletzr bearing wus mu at 60,000 R.P.II,., 1-e. at a psri@ral speed of 
524 ft./set. The empirical expressions describing the perforrrancc: of static 
bearings can therefore be applied in the case of rotating bearings, certainly 
when the peripheral speed is less than 100 ft./set. c"nd probably at woh 
higher values also. 

On several occasions air lubricated Journal btinritqs have fallad whhlle 
running under load. The two chief causes of failure appear to have bwn 

(4 out of balance of thi: rotating parts 

(b) the introduction lnth the air of sol~3 :catter, such as dust or rust. 

At thti 1J.G.T.E. a sir&c beorlng was used to support a stall overhung turbine 
rotor. There was consldersble out of balance in the turblnu &UC, sod at 
12,000 R.P.F. failure occurred ovrsng to the cxcessiv.2 asjmrietrical ~JIL~~QC 
load on the bearing. This weakness to anyw&rlcal load. Till IC general neoes- 
sitate the use of' the bcarlrys in paws, so that good zlignwnt wl?. be essen- 
tial. The effect of rapidly f'luotuatin?; loads and iqulslve fwces have not 
been fully lnventigatod, and no quantitative lnforrn;ltion regarding the lizit- 
~ng values of out of balance forces is avallabla. Iiowevcr, aperienw with 
air lubricated journal bearings indicates ttnt failure 1s oftcd caused by out 
of balance centrifugal forces, but it is not known +;<hetker this 1s due to the 
load c;xcccd~ng ~nstantarwously the sts.tlc load zapac~+q or whGthcr the bcnrine; 
1s Inherently scnsltlve to rapidly fluctuating or ~.~puls~vc loails. 51th steady 
radial lords, howwr, the bcariw betives pcrfeotly end no form of lnstablllty 
has been txparlenced. 

Ths other cause of failure . . the lntroduc:ron of solid :jBttei- - can be 
pevontcd by the installation of an air cleaner or filter, vrhich 1.8 an essen- 
tLa1 ancillary to any az.r lubrlcatud bearing system. Another sirnlar danger 
is the chemcal deteriorS:tlon of the bearing surfaces, End In post applicn- 
tions the use of a strrlr,less I1~ater~l mould bc csscntral. 

4.0 Perf'o~~znct! F,stlrrl?tion 

The values of the :XSS flo:i and load coofflclvnts based on the oxparl- 
mental. recults ore non-dltibnsron;;l and can be used as a weans oi prediLiotitq 
the perform;ncc: of' uny siza of btia ing. 

45 
:'urther, s~nw +A:: gonerulisad curves 

shw those values as functions of L , they are mndqwndent of the type of flow 
and, although obtained l'ro!n data relating to bcarrrq,,s +.th l&uunwar flop only, 
my nlso reasonably be used in detercuning the parforwnse of bcarln,s with 
turbulent flow. This statement nny be olorlfied If we vxainiur: again the ten- 
oral prlnciplu of the bearing. SLncc the :~~a1 prcssurt dlstributlon 1s a;oproxi- 
riotely parabolic 

b.X 
both for lnminar and for turbulent flw, tL load coefi'lcient 

A'.(P,-~2) 
1s dependent only on the perlphwal pressure dXtributlon Just Outside 

the inlet h.olor;. Now if the pressure near a given hole is denoted by pt, equa- 
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tions (1) and (2) give 

PI 
2 - p22 a 

and 

PI 
2 - $2 c 

where in this case 
tric bearing. 

Ilcnce, 
tute g 

lf we 
in plaoo of 

G1 . e 
3 

for lamindr flow, 
c~.h 

7/4 G, .e. 

2j4 . h3 
for turbulent flow, 

h 1s the local radial clearance at aqy point in an eooen- 

assume th?t G, 1s propostioml to s and to pu Rncl substi- 
s, 
a 

i.e., f'rom equation (7), a %J 

h3 -T 

s7i4 . & *03 
a 

PkD 
v4 . h3 

1.2.) from erpation (6), c1 Y 
h' 

0 
for turbulznt flow. 

Thti local value of p,, is therefore theoretically a function only of po, p2 
and 

k 
, which iqiies that the per'iprmxl pressure dmtnbutlon 1s dependent 

only on po, ~2~ $ and ttu: cccontricity of the badring. This indicates that 

the relationship bctwxn the load coeffxwnt, which corresponds slmys to an 
eccentricity of unity, dnd the clearance rstro 1s lndupendont of the type of 
flow prcvaillng. 

The assumption ttmt Gj 1s directly proportional to po.S and indspcndont 
of h is not correct for all vduus of $ , the: vnriation of 6 being evulencc 
of thls. Wit'n laminar flow $-varies very littlc when the v&es of g arc 
between 0.8 and 1.0, because e hen 3 is loss than 0.528 over 0 large part of , 

PO 
the periphery and most of the holes are choked. Simlar reasoning applies In 

1'1 the turbulent case, and if - , which 1:: again n Function of L , is less thrn 
PO CO 

this valuu th- holes rnll bc &ok&.. The valut? of & ~111 then depend ody 
on the coefficient of dioohargc of the holes, which ,"s mdepcndent of the type 
of flow between the bearmg ourf,lcos. 

G 
lience, f'ur VU~UCS of k near tile design 

value of 0.86, the VdllCS of - ::ill probably be approximately tho same for 
Go 

both turbulent and lamlnar Uov!, and the reasoning of the prcvlous paragraph 
is valid. 1iowuvc;r, nith vnlues or c 

00 
much smaller than 0.86 some of tho holes 

will be unchoked and the corres~nding values of G r ms.y be tiff'erant in the 
two cases. For this reason the prediction of the &forrnnce of bearings with 
turbulent flovr is restricted to csseO u optxatu-g at or near the design point. 
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4.1 Performwe at the Design Point 

In bearing design the ratio, load , IJ the criterion ana for 
coqressor power 

must purposes its value should be a nuximum. Kmever, the shape of the curves 
W 

Of 
mx and G 

A'*(P~-P~) Go 
against c are such that this con&tion is approxmtely 

OO 

satisfied when the load coefficient 3.s also a maximum. Eence, the corresponding 

values %3x 
A'*(P,-~2) 

= 0.29, G = 0.60, and 3 = 
Go 

0.86 are used as the basis of the 

design and of the performance estlm3tion. 

The first stage of the design procedure (Appendijc I:I)ls the calculation 
of tho necessary overall dimensions from the equation 

W DZLX 
zz 0.29D2. 

I 
$-f.; 

1 
* (PO - P2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (10) 

I - I W 
on the assumption of values for the safety factor T and the ratios D L! and 

g. bE%C 
Of these -w-will be determined by the consideration of any instantaneous 

overload which might occur and of the Posslblc variations of th2 supply pres- 
sure; the value of ; must be less than 2.0 okn& to the dcterloratlon in per- 
formanoe caused by the clrcwferential components of flow m long bearings but 
is otherwise apparently arbitrary; and e 

L 
for economic operation should be 

0.5, as is shown belm7. Having fixed the values of D, L, and 8, x must then 
decide upon the clearance. The value chosen will be the smallest practwable, 
and the limits nil1 usually be set by the nanulkoturing process and by considerzr 
tion of possible therm1 or centrifugal e.xpansions. The necessary total inlet 
area corresponding to the chosen dimensions 1s given by 

718 0 0 3 
S * D ' PO * 5 II - 3-5v i21 2l 1n2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (II) 

e 

for laminar flow, and 

24.6 . c 12/7. D * PO 1h . 
s = in2 

.4/7 
. . ..(12) 

for turbulent flow (sei: Appenclix III). 

The hole spacing has an appreciable effect on load capacity, sinca local, 
and therefore useless, pressure losses occur near the holes because of the high 
velocity of the radial flow from them. As the hole size is reduced relative 
to the clcaranoe 30 the local velocity decreases and the perforrmncc proves. 
This explains the 2% Increas e in load canaclty obtdncd with connecttng grooves 
by which the radial flow 13 completely el'lmineted. The idenl arrangement, 
therefore, is probably R very lar,b n= number of very small holes. 

. . . . . - 
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and, substituting in this equation the appropriate values of S, we have 

1768 D.dq,2 
P=-. 

% 
e 

for a bearing designed for, and operatirg un&er, laminar condltiormand 

for a bearing designed for, and operating under, turbulent conditions. P is 
the power absorbed by the compressor supplying tine bcurlng and '7, 1ts effici- 
ency. 

The ratio " ' p 1s effectively a measure of the bearing efficiency, and a 
comparison of equations (IO), (lb), and (IS) shows that 

for laminar flow . . . . . . . . . . ..(16) 

for turbulent flow . . . . . . . . . . . ..(17) 

c 
Tha greatest possible value of $ trill therefore corr(>spond to i; z 0.5, 1.e. 
one centrally disposed ritg of inlet holes, in both cases, 

The type of flow betwatin the bearing surfaces 1s ,?,overned by the value 
of the Reynolds number, Re, appertaining. In Appendix IV It 2.s sham tb2t 
the mean value for a bearxg 1s gxven by 

Re = 12 . G .a............................. 
rr.D.p 

(10) 

Experiments (3ei'. 1) have shoxn that laminar flow breaks doFm when R, &X&O, 
that there is than a range cf transition 
finally cstablishad when R,& 3810. 

, and that fully turbulent flow is 

By substituting the value of G from equation (13) and the values of S 
from equations (11) and (IS?), %ie obtain ths limiting conditions. Those are 

c3 - PO2 11 - 3.59 {$I i o b35 x ,;3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I 

e (19) 

for laminar flow in r? beerlng &signed for 1armna.r flow,and 

O3 ' '02 1' - 3'5p {?f] 4 

e 

2 776 x ,o-j 
. . . . . l . . . . . * . . ..I... (20)  

for turbulent flow in a btiring &SW& for turbulent florr. 
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These limits are Mt exact, since they do not take into account the 
eccentricity of the bearing. In actual bearings (Ref. 2) the flow lines 
from each hole diverge where the olearance is small and converge where it is 
large, so that although a bearing may be operating under generally laminar 
conditions the flow where the clearance is mtiximum may be turbulent, and 
similarly under generally turbulent conditions it may be laminar -{there the 
clearance is minimum. In either case the peripheral pressure distribution 
would be adversely affected and the load capacity reduced. hence, 1t would 
be unreasonable to design for conditions proximate to the limiting ones, and 
the effective gap between the lanrinar and the turbulent design ranges is pro- 
bably considerably greater than that indicated by the above values. 

The thsorotioal limits to the design ranges are illustrated in Fig. 10, 
which shows the effect of clearance upon power consumption. It is clear that 
c is a mJor determinent of P, and that its value must be kept as small as 
possible if the bearing is to be economical. Unfortunitely inacour 

-4 
ties of 

manufacture nmy be appreciable with values of c less than 0.5 x 10 , and for 
this and othsr reasons discussed below in cont??otion with thermal and centri- 
fugal expansion it is unlikely that the ideally small clearances nould be 
practicable. 

4.2 Perfornance away from the Design Point 

In the previous section the bearing design v~as discussod and the per- 
formance estlmatcd under design conditions. Row lot us consider the operation 
of a bearing away from the design point, 
not equal to 0.86. 

that is to say with a value of z 
The expressions for the theoretical choking clearance, 

equations (7) and (8), contain the bearing dimensions and the terms p. and 
pg Of these, the former are fixed according to tho previuus calculations, 
w ila the latter are variablea. Hsnce, if the supply prcssuro to a bearing 
1s changed, the values of 
be affected. 

-$. will obange also and the load coefficient will 
Obviously, too, any absolute change in c will have an appreci- 

able effect on the performance. The change of k duo to an alteration of 

the supply pressure is not so serious in the case of turbulent flow as in the 
case of la 'nar, since co is approximately proportional to p. 
and to poi%2 

l/3 in the 1amine.r 
in the turbulent case. In either cost: the change in load co- 

efficient is only appreciable when the change in ,pressure is quite lorgc or 
v<hen a change in the type of flow is involved, from laminar to turbulent for 
instance. 

Some of these effects are shown in Fig. 11 which represents the ease of 
a 5" square bearing designed for laminar flow 
lb/in2 absolute. 

:I$ a supply pressure of 138.2 

As the pressure increases .max 
A'.(po-p2) 

decreases only very 

slowly owing to the fo-of the relationship between p. and o. and the flat- 
ness of the curve of fG3.X 

A'.(P,-~2) 
against C . 

GO 
When the critical value of p. 

is reached the transition from laminar to turbulent flolr commences and the 
theoretical choking clearance is no longer that calculated from equation (7), 
but is replaced eventually by that from equation (8). Its value 1.3 greater 
and so c 

CO 
is reduced to vbat IS almost the design value. Here we have a case 

in which turbulence cause 2s an increase in load capacity. That $- is hardly 
affected by p, in the turbulent range is clearly illustrated by ?hc flatness 
of thti curve of %KiX 

A'.(Po-P;) 
at pressures above the transition values. 

The two possible causes of change in the clearanoe c are relative ther- 
mal expansion due to temperature difference between the shaft and the ah011 
and enlargement of the shaft diameter due to centrifugal strain. The shopc 
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of the load coefficient-clearance ratio curve (Fig. 6) is such that, while a 
fairly large increase in clearance is allowable, a small decrease may produce 
a sufficient reduction in l$d oapacity to cause failure. Quantitatively ex- 
pressed, a reduction in max 

A'.(P,-~2) 
of 2% is produced either by an increase in 

e of 869 or a decrease of 2369. A further decrease ink reduces the load 

coefficient rapicy to zero. 

In Appendix V the phenomenon of thermal expansion is considered. It is 
shown t&t the maximum allowable temperature difference belmeen the shaft and 
the shell is proportional to 
the safe temperature of the 

2, and thatfbrn steel shaft with $ = 0.5 x IO-3 
8 s ell may exceed that of the shaft by 72'F whereas 

the temperature of the shaft may exceed that of the shell by only 17'F. Hence, 
in applications to machinery with temperature gradients it would be essential 
to design the bearing so that the shell vrould always be at the hxher tempera- 
ture, although this might not be cssy since the shell will be cooled by the 
passage through it of the lubricating air. The chief danger is that from such 
temperature fluctuations as might be due to a charge of load in a gas turbine; 
an increase in the temperature of the turbine disc might affect the bearing 
shaft temperature considerably while hardly influencing that of the shell. 
The unfortunate fact is that safety in this respect can only be obtained at 
the expense of power consumption, and whereas the maximum safe temperature 
difference is proportional to 0 the compressor power involved is proportional 
to 03 so that the cost is very great. 

The effect of centrifugal expansion (Appendix V) is somewhat similar 
except that the clearance is almoys reduced by rotation of the shaft. Allow- 
ing a 2C% rcduction.,in clearance the maximum safe peripheral speed, which is 
proportional to (c)z, is 306 ft./see. for a steel shaft with a vn!ue of C = 
0.5 x 10% 

?j D 
There is, therefore, a top limit to the rotational speed of any 

bearing above vybich the load capacity is seriously-reduced owing to the re- 
duction in clcarnnce. This effect, which is more serious with large diameters, 
can be compensated for by designing for a larger static clearance; either 
so that the optimum clearance occurs at t‘ne design speed or SC that the changes 
of clearance are relatively insignificant. Designing for a specific speed 
has the disadvantage that it entails an increased pressure supply to maintain 
the optimum value of e while running up to speed. With turklent flow this 

form of compensation may not be practicable owing to the fact that p, appears 
in equation (6) to the Power $. These facts must be considered when deciding 
on the value: of the clearance and considerably affect the value of the corn- 
pressor power associated with the bearing. 

4.3 The Compressor Power Consumption 

In an air lubricated JO-~ bearing the concomitant of a large load 
is either a higher supply pressure or a large diameter. The choice depends 
upon the space available, the limiting peripheral speed, and on the desired 
economy of power consumption. In Fig. 12 bearings with a clearance to dia- 
meter ratio of C = 0.5 x IO-3 are considered without reference to the limit- 
ing peripheral gpecd; the obvious conclusion is that the larger the diameter 
the more economical the bearing. However, quite apart from the fact that the 
diameters involvad'arc in themselves cxcesslvo 9 the Peripheral speeds at nor- 
mal rotational speeds would involve appreciable centrifugal expansion of the 
shaft which would, in fact, necessitate much larger clcaranoes than those 
ocrrespcnding to c = 0.5 x 10-3. 
are two altcrnati 'B 

As was noted in the p~vlous section there 
e nays of compensating for the centrifugal expansion, the 

first entailing a high pressure supply for running at other than design speed 
and the second involving large compressor power losses, which in most oases 
mould preclude its application. 
affected by a ohange in po, 

With turbulence the value of co is hardly 
and the second method may be the only one avail- 

able. Hence, with turbulent flow the peripheral speed mould be of special 
importance, and large diameter bearings would be impracticable at high speeds. 
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An example of the effect of the peripheral speed limitation is illus- 
trated by the curves of power loss (Fig. 13) for lnminar and turbulent berr- 
ings designed to run at 3,000 R.P.:., 9,000 R.P.i;. and 18,000 R.P.;.. At 3,000 
R.P.K. the maximum diameter corresponding to the limiting peripheral speed is 
29.4", and nith a supply pressure of 100 lb/in2 no compensation or reduction 
in diameter would be necessary. At 9,000 R.P.:;. the maximum diameter is 8.90", 
and at 18,000 R.P.i!. it is 4.45". These smaller diameters would necessitate 
higher values of po and would. result in increased values of t'ne compressor 
power as shown. 

An improved efficiency, that is to say a smaller power consumption for 
the same load, could be obtained by designing I& bearings with one central 
ring of inlet holes. It can be calculated from equations (16) and (1-T) that 
the power consumption per unit of load is then 0.625 times that shown in Pig. 
13 for the laminar range and 0.844 times that in turbulent range. Purl&r, 
it oan be shown from equations (19) and (IO) t1mt the pressure oorrespondlng 
to the critical ReyMldn number is increased in the ratio 1.414 and th3t the 
load range for laminar flow is correspondingly increased by I$. However, 
even with the maximum efficiency the compressor power losswould be higher 
than the frictional loss in a corresponding oil journal bearing, which is re- 
presented by the broken lines in Pig. 13. In tho turbulent region the dis- 
orepnncy would be considerable, the loss in the air lubricated bearing being 
more than 8% greater than that in the oil journal bearing; in the laminar 
region the difference would be approximately 2@$. 

With special care in the manufacture smaller values of 2 might be used, 
but the limiting peripheral speed would then be less, the maxkum allowable 
diameter smaller, and the power loss only slightly reduced. The only cases 
outside this vicious circle are the lamlnar ones , in which the clearance can 
be designed for a specific speed 2nd extra power supplied while running up to 
speed. However, the range of this latter type of bearing could only be extended 
to cover loads up to 5,000 lb. and then only if very low pressures were used. 
It appears, therefore, that for large loads turbulent flow bearings would COIF~ 
pare unfavourably with conventional oil benriqs, and that economk laminar 
floor bearings could only be constructed. with wry large dmneter and low supply 
pressures. The latter tiould entail an additional mechanism for linking the 
pressures of the supply mth the rotational speed. 

4.4 The FrictionaJ Power Loss 

When Iwo surfaces separated bji a fluid film are in relative motion the 
shearing of the fluid will produce a resisting force >"nich 1s proportional 
to the viscosity. While the viscosity of lubricating oil varies from 1.0:~ x 
lO-4 lb.sec./ft.2 (5 centipoises) to 4.17 x 10'3 lb.sec./ft.2 (200 centr 
the viscosity of air at room temperature is only 3.72 x IO-7 lb.seo./ft. 5 

orses), 
., 

and the resisting torque in an oil lubricated journal bearing is therefore at 
least 280 times that in a geometrically similar air lubricated journal bearing. 
If trio bearings supporting the same load are considered, the ratio of the fric- 
tional loss is less than 280 owing to the larger diameter of the air bearing 
but is nevertheless quite large. 

In A~penclix VI the formula for the frictional loss in an air lubriootcd 
bearing is derived and compared lzith an em+rical formula due to Linn and 
Irons (Ref. 4) for the losses in high speed oil journal bearings. Values of 
the power consumption calculated from these formulae are plotted against R.P.ii. 
in Fig. 14 for bearings supporting a load of 200 lb. When subjected to a 
light load the diameter of the air lubricated boaring is small and high rota- 
tional speeds can be attained nlthout the necessity of large clearances to take 
up the expansion of the rotor. In this case the compressor power is wt ex- 
cessive, and the total power loss at high speeds is less tnan the frictional 
loss in the corresponding oil lubricated bearing. Z:Lth larger loads the neces- 
sary compressor power is considerably greater, and if similar curves of loss 
against speed are drawn for oil and air lubrication they roll cross at a higher 
value of the rotational speed. However, an important fact is that in all cases 
the frictional resisting torque and the power loss at the shaft are much less 
in the air lubricated bearing than in the oil. 
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5.0 Spme Possible Applications 

When considered in direct comparison with the standard bearings as used 
today, the air lubricated bearing has certain disadvantages as regards rcbust- 
ness and power consumption. The conventional types of bearing will sustain 
for short periods loads in excess of their design values, whereas in the air 
lubricated bearing a complete air film is essential and metallic contact during 
rotation would soon cause scoring, overheating, and complete seizure. owing 
to the fact that there is no adsorbed lubricant as in an oil ~curnal bearing, 
this process of failura wculd cocur almost instantaneously and the effects, 
unless special precautions wer? taken, would be serious. For this reason an 
air lubricated bearing cannot support a load in excess CT' its design capacity 
even for an instant, andsk-xxldnct be suhjeoted to fluctuating forces which might 
supplement the steady load and produce a total load exoeeding this value. 
Vibration, either external or due to cut of' balance of the rotor, has appar- 
ently been the chief cause of failure to date. Hence, the scope of applica- 
tion of air lubrication is at present limated to cases where the fluctuating 
loads are either small or can be accurotcly predetermined. Hcwever, althcuh 
in their present state air lubricated bearings are not suitable as n general 
substitute for the more robust rolling bearings or oil lubricated ~curnal 
bearings, there are several particular fields of application which are worth 
consideration. 

One form of machine in which the fluctuating loads are small or calcul- 
able is the stationary industrial steam or gas turbine unit. Whether or not 
air lubrication in tnese cases is feasible depends chiefly upon the compressor 
poller required as compared with the frictional lcsscs in the conventional type 
of bearing. For light rotors reliable rcllrng bearings have been developed 
which satisfy the general design requirements up to quite high speeds, and 
since the frictional loss with this typo of bearing is comLparatively low the 
air lubricated bearing could not compete eccnomic&ly. ho-sver, there arc 
cants in which oil lubricated ~curml boarings with a high frictional loss 
have to be used, particularly i(hen the Wight of the rotor is too great to be 
supported by rolling benrings. It is in those cases that the application of 
air lubrication first seemed feasible, but as has been shcvm even here the 
compressor power requirement is greater than the possible gain due to the re- 
duction of the frictional loss, and the general application of air lubrication 
in this field is not ccnsidered practicable. 

There are however, special cases in vrhich power consumption is not the 
most important factor, and in which conventional bearings are inherently un- 
suitable. It is conceivable that such a situation may occur in manufacturing 
processes involving bearings running in a gaseous ntmospherc which would be 
contaminated by contact with oil. In these cases the bearing could be lubrica- 
ted by the gas itself, the mechanical design being considerably simplified by 
the elimination of the necessity for elaborate sealmng devices. 

One of ths unique properties of the air lubricated bearing is the rcla- 
tive lack of friction, and this suggests applications to test rigs and appara- 
tus for making very accurate measurements of torque or pcwcr consumption. The 
frictional loss in conventional bearings at high speeds is considerable, and 
corrections have always to be made when mc~suring power. These arc rarely 
very accurate or&ng to uncertainty of the cxrsting formulae and the difficulty 
of determining, in the case of an oil Journal bearing, the oil film temperature. 
Rth air lubricated bearings on the other hand the frictional loss is SC small 
that the overall effect of a small percentage errcr in its calculation would 

be negligible. Clearly, the value of air lubrication in this type of test rig 
is greatest when the total power being measured is small and the losses in ccn- 
ventional bearings of' the same order. This same property of lcw friction 
would enable high speeds to be attained with a small driving torque, and in 
the case of small lightly loaded bearings would make air lubrication the most 
eccncmlcal form at very high speeds. This is again of considerable advantage 
in experimental nork where high speeds arc desirable but where bulky high 
pcwer driving units would be inconvenient. 
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Finally, there are several possible ~+plicntions for an almst iriction- 
less bearing in instruments am3 in some of the cases, as in the JC?easuremmt of 
the out of balance of rotors, v&re knxfe edges are now used. 

6.0 Conclusions 

Experiments have shown that Journal bearlws can be constructed T-hich, 
when sqplied with air under pressure, will support mdkl loads, and that the 
functioning of these bearzn,, 7" is degondent upon the cho!oitq action of their 
1nl.ct holes. Analysis of the availa'ble exI~~~r.ental &ta reveals that the mxi- 
mum load which a baaring ml1 support is a function of the sup~)ly prensurc, its 
dimensions, and the ratio of the actual cloaroncc to toe theoretical choking 
clearance, co. The value of the latter is derived from viscid flow theory and 
is given by the equations, 

si3r-1) 
Ytl 

30.5 . -g- 1 1 - (Y-1) 

3 co = 

po j,-{&($] .D 

for lasknar flow 

.3 ; -. 0 
2Y 

7/4 

and 

for Wmlent Plcw. It is fouru3. that the ~G&IIUP value of the load coefficient 
LS gxven by 

ril!Lr3X = 0.29, 
A’ l (Po-P2) 

that this occurs when 2 = O.SG, and that the correspotdiw value of the mss 

flov; coefficient is 

SA 
Go 

q 0.60, 

vhere tbo symbols have the meaning defined in ApFndix I. 

Tb effects of rotation on load capacit; and u?on l,ass flow are appr- 
ently negligible, certainly at pl:ripbral speeds up to 100 ft./see. and prob- 
ably at greater speeds also. 

Failure of exper~mxtol bearmng have occurred bacausc of asymwtrical 
loading, excessive out of balance of th+z rotatirE pits, and the introduction 
of particulate matter -.ith the oLr. In applrcation the first rrould not occur 
because ikc beariNs wuld be used in pairs, and the last x~l.d be prevented 
by use of an air filter or other cleaning devicti. The centrifugal forces 
appear to be potentially troublesome , and further mechanical tests to determine 
qwntitctively the effects of rapidly fluctuating 2nd xpulsive loads arc cssen- 
tial before the bearing can be generally applied. 
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Under steady loads the air lubricated bearing has proved reliable and 
no fxm of inherent instablllty haa been detected but the field of application 
is limited at present by the loading conditions ana the power consumption. 
The latter, as caloulnted from empirioal formulae which are 1x-1 cffcct a means 
of extrapolating from the existing experimsntsll data, is high when compared 
with the frictional losses in the equivalent conventional bearings. For this 
reason the application of a1.r lubrication to gns turbine power plant 1s not 
considered feasible when the standard oil JOWM~ or rolliw beariqs would 
suffice. Hanrever, in special oases when an nltarnatlve lnbrxant to oil is 
required, air lubricated bearings would probably fill thz role satxfactorily. 

Finally, the fact that tl'w bearings are almost frictionless suggests 
their application In experimental rzgs where accurate mwsurements of torque 
2nd power are required or where sw.11 rotors are to be run at high spetids 
with only a small CLrlving torque. 
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APFEKDIX I --- 

Ikmenclature 

List of S.ylrbols Used units 

Equivalent slot di.mensionu:- 

& = len&h of slot . . . . ..**...................e............. 17-l. 

(I, z vldth of slot .a,...,,.........s..*.,....*.....*........ in. 

h = depth of slot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in. 

Bearing climcnsions:- 

L = 

D = 

8 = 

A' = 

= 

d = 

s = 

= 

n = 

S = 

= 

0 = 

Oo = 

= 

= 

length of the bearing .................................. II-I. 

drometer of the bearirg ................................ 1n. 

distance from the uiLet holes to the end ............... 1n. 

offeotlve bearmg area .2 .................................. 3.n 

D. r(L-2e)iy) =D. {L-p} 

diameter of the it&t. holes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...+... 3.n. 

effcctlva area of one inlet hole . . . . ..*................ in' 

5.y number of' rnlct ring:; 
4 2 

total number of u&t bolos. 

total mlet area .2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1n 

ml2 n . - 
+ 

diametral clearance 

theoretical ohokiw 

.................................... xl. 

clearance .......................... In. 

i 2.54 / yt1 2 1 1 2 4 (y-1 3Y-1 . bj (Y@T,)+ 8 s \I L 3 . . . . . . . . . 1n. 



1, = 

P : 

T = 

p : 

v = 

Y = 

R = 

i; = 

RL = 

PO = 

P2 = 

T" = 

absolute pressure .................................... 1 b./k 

;l;an dcnsitjj .......................................... lb./: t3 

nbmlut~ tempcr.~tLu-e ................................. 'C abs. 

absolute vucL)sLty ................................... lb./ft.scc. 

klnsx3.tm visco3lty .................................. fL?/s..c. 

ratio of spewfic heats. 

GLiS constant ......................... ............... ft./"C. 

;~.~ch number. 

koynolds number. 

supl~ p3snurc ...................................... lb./d dbs. 

cxhuust prsssurs ..................................... lb/dabs. 

tcmgerd tura 01 the supply ............................ 4;. 

II = 

%‘!.x = 

,' 
'1 = 

G = 

I:, = 

= 

P = 

rl, = 

P = 

N = 

v, = 

bosriq lodd ......................................... lb. 

mmxmm bearin:! load ................................. lb. 

:>litzs f'lw f'rwn ,an equvaleni, Iholc .................... lb./s.:r .. 

tot.*1 ILISS flow ...................................... lb./w. 

tcit 11 cholrlqy i'~>is flv( .............................. lh./r,cc. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb./xc. 

conTx-er,x po:,er consumptlorl ......................... Ii..'. 

c~'"~resssc'r uff1cwncy. 

frlctLona1 power loss ................................ 1I.P. 

rotational q7ead ..................................... '.A>.; _L . 

peri?hcra: s~ceil ..................................... ft./sec. 

Non-dlmunsionul ptra,w5tzrs:- 

c= 
LO 

clearance rat Lo. 

"J,x = load cocfficiont. 
"'(PO-Pd 

G = 
:, 

mass flo-w coeffwicnt. 
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--- 

N.G.T.E. 

!riz.z 

Establishment 
I 

t 

k 

.3 

2 

3 

2-i 

J 

L 

R.A.E. R.A.E. 

3etalls of adml;s1on. '@.G. 1 'C.G. 

2 I 2 2 

4.0 

9.7 

mlet holes, .--- -- 
Bearing dwmeter, D..ln. 
bearmg length, L....ln. ---.- 
Drstame from Inlet to 

end, e. . . . . . . . . . . ..ul. 

4.0 i 4.0 

-%-i-f$ I . 4.85 

25.9 
3ffect~ve buani: arca 
A' = I++ (L-X)}in? 8.33 

/ 
8.33 

-A 
.0x10-3 j2.ox10-3 

I 

;.Ox10-3 

a 24 ! ?I+ 
- 1 

:ou10-3 i 2OX.1O-3 
Dum&tr uf mlot hutzs, 

a ..I . . . . I .,.... . ..111. loxlo- 

Tot31 Inlet area, S...xn 
-- 
Pheoratxal choking 

;. 26x1 o-3 .94x1 o-3,3.tjjx10-: 

56 I 59 89.5 

140 1 130 

I 
0.41 : 0.36 

223 

0.115 

0.762 ; 0.522 
I 

0.959 

2.425 

%.G. 1nlL.t hulas ~ome.d by perzpheral cnnneating grooves. 

=s x pmbcr of Inlet riws. 
2 
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APBiVDIX III 

Performance Estimation 

For s+licrty only beuirys operating with au at room temperature are 
consxlered, although, slnoe the performance 1s 0 dependent only on the value of 
c , predxtions for other gases and for air at other temperatures are possible. 

Tge general expressions for the theoretical choking clearance, cc, arc given 
in equations (5) and (6), and substituting In those 'r E 1.40, T = 2W%.Abs., 
and p = 1.20 x IO-5 lb./ft.seo. we obtain tho follcvang:- 

co3 = 
5.83 x IO -3 . 4 . S 7/4 

in 3 for turbulent 
, 1 

flcm,..(8) 

Po". 1 - 3.59 
I 

Assuming t&t the bearings are to be dosign wth the optirmun ratio, e = 0.86, 
cc 

inlet hole area and tho assoclatcd compressor we mny calculate the necessary : 
power consumption in the following way. 

Cast 1. Lminar Xcw 

and rearranging the Substitutiux the wlue %- = 0.86 in equation (7) 
cc 

terms, -de have 

710 . 
s = 

03 . n . pc 
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(n) 

Hence for the maximum load capacity the bearing should be deslgned with a total 
inlet area equal to the value of S obtained by substituting in this expression 
the design values PO, p2, C, II and 4. 

The choking li'uss flow m the bearing is glvzn by 

GC = 2.34 x IO 
-2 

. S . p,, 

and since k = 0.60, 
% 

G = 
-2 

1.404x10 .s.po 

10.06 . c3 . n . pc2 
= . 

e 

. . . . . . . ..*......................... (13) 

[’ - 3.59 {$[ ] lb./sac. 

The pOwer requixwd by the compressor is then 

1 
P = 

. Y . RT, 
H.P. 

where Ti is the temperature of the air entering the compressor. 
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Wkhen T, = To = 288'C, 

Hence, in H.P., P = = , 

Cant 2. Turbulent Flow 

Substituting c = 
% 

o-86 in equation (8) and rearreqioing the terns 

271 . o3 . D7/' . 
s = 

p * 

e 
o . [,-3.59{zr])" in2 

2i+.6 . .j2/' . Q . p v7 
= ' e4,7 a [' - 349 {zr ] @ in2 . . . ..(12) 

If me now replace S in the equation (13) by this expression, me have 

G = 
0.345 . cT2i' , D 

~4,7 l pci8'7 . 1' - 3.59 {$r ] 4'7 lb.,'sec., 

and the corrcspondi~ compressor powr in I1.P. is given by 

..(15) 
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The eeression for Reynolds number is 

where m = the mean hytiaullc depth 

ii = the mean velocity 

and v = the kinemtx vmcos~ty. 

For a concentric hearing, in which t'ne flow is purely axial, 

7rD . c 
2 m = = c 

2TD 4 

Iiencc R, = u =c.ti.p 
v P 

lfow the total mass flow, G, through the bearing is given by 

G = 2.9%Lp 

Thus, i;;e have 

He = G 
7.D.p 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a......... (21) 

It has been shown that for the optima design conditions G = 0.60 Go, or 

G = 0.6O.S. 

which, for eir at 288%, gives 

G = 1.4O4xlO 
-2 .S.p 

0’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (13) 

and hence 

R, = 4.47 x ,03 . 
S - Pa 

D 

Tfian a bearin;, 1s deslgncd to ape:-nCc at a supply pressu,re lo, the 
values of S ml1 bc those gown in cqmtions (11) and (12). Substituting 
thusti values wz obtain 

R, q 3.21 x IO6 . [, - 5.59 {$I . . . . . . . . . . . ..(22) 

for n beariag desxgncd for lamimr flow, and 

R, = 1.033 x IO' . "2':;;$8'7 

for n bearing designed for 

. [' - 3.59 {$] 4'7 . . . . . ..(23) 

turbulent flow. 

(1) to 
The crItica value of R, obtained by uquatiw the r.h.s. of emation 

that of equation (2), namely 2040, 1s representative of the &erz- 
mental values (ii.zf. 1) for the beginning of trcnsitlon. However, t&e is 
actually a r:.nge of transition ad fully turbulent flow is not estnblished 
unless R, is greater than oporoxmately 3810. 
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in the 
Equating the expression for R, to Xl!+0 in the lamimr cast onil 'to 3810 

turbulent case ST obtain the limting conditions. For laminar flow in 
a b2a-m~~ designed for 1amim.r flow, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (19) 

and for turbulent flow In the corresponding bearing, 

c3 ;p: . 1, - 7.59 {q ] 4 2.776 x ,o-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(20) 
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&PENDIXV --- 

The Effects of Thermal and Centrifugal Strain 

Fig. 6 shows the decrease ~1 load coef'fuxent produced by changes In 
g from the &sign value of 0.86. If a generous safety factor 1s assumed. 
1: the design n large increase In clearsnce 1s allowable, but omng to the 
steep slops of the curve at values of 2 less than 0.7 a decrease of 2$ is o 
the msximm perrmsslblc. 

1) Thermal Expansxon 

If a tompmnture dxffzrence occum between the shaft and the shell the 
actual c1csrancc, c, rind the clearance ratio, 0 , ~~11 ohange. 

co 
Aysumug a steal s 

k 
eft 3nd a steel shell having a coeffzcient of ther- 

mal xpansion of 6 x 1O- per 9, the change of clearsnce produoed by an 
mncrtiaue In the tcmperatwa of the shell above that of the shaft by A!C is 

no = ~x~o-~.D.AT 

.Ac 0 . . T * TJ = 6x10~'. AT 

Now for safety, dloring an uxrease of 8@ and a decrease in 2% of the 
cl.carance, 

AC 
0.86 > T > -0.20 

Hcnc~, when c : 10 -3 
D 

11+3YF > AT > -33°F ; 

‘and ,&hen z = 0.5 x 10e3, 

72'l!' > AT > --17??. 

2) ~cntrlfugal Expansion 

Noglacting a.xxiL stress, the formula for the increase in diameter of 
a pldn cyluder rotdtmg about Its iuus at w rad./aec. 1s 

whcrc D : the &smeter of the cylxder 

r3 - PolosLn's rat.10 

p, = density of the cylinder 

E = Young's modulus for the materld. 
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For ateel, n = 4, 2, = 0.29 lb./d, n&E = 3 x 107 lb./m2, 

Hence -$ : 1 x 12 s _ 0.29 
4 3 x 10 7 * vs2 

4 x 32.2 

where V 8, the perlphcrd speea, =w.D 
2 

. . L2 
D = 6.75 x 10-10 . v&.2 

When the shaft IS rotatmg th o actual clearance 1s less than the static 
cleara.no~, the a-lffercncc bang given approximately by 

g = 6.75 x IO-'" 
D . vs2 

nust bL. less thm 0.20. 

Hence Vs2 ) 1.e. i 2.96 x IO8 . ; 

When 2 = D low3 , v, I 545 rt./sec. 

end vhcn 2 = D 0.5 x 10-3, V, ) ft./sea. 386 
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APPENDIX VI 

Estimation of the Frxtioml Losses 

1) Air Lubrication 

A simple formula my bo derived for the frictional torque m an air 
lubrloated bcsrmg on the assumption that the shaft and the shell are coaxid+ 
Experiuents have shorn that this formula 1s quite accurate for light loads. 

The shear strom in the fluid film between t'he two bearing surfaces is 
given by 

where v 1.9 the ciromf'erential velocity of the flud. Hence, of there are 
no other tmgentlal forces in the plant pe 
ldependent of r and the vcloolty T 

ndiculsr to the axis, f will be 
gradient 2 w-1.11 be a constant. 

27, ti.D ..Lc=-. 
ar c 

The forces, Q, actmg tangentially on the bearing surfam 1s then 

Q = 7T.D .L.f 
(12)2 

lb. 

Q 
1 Tr.D"1 .I, 

E . w 
=sc -g 

lb., 

and the rcsistmg torque is 

T = 1 m-n3.L . L! . w lb.ft. 
(12j3 2~ e 

. . . . . . . . . . . . (24) 

The frictmnal loss, therefore, 1s given by 

1 TD3 I p =-d* 

(I@ 
JCL . w2 ft.lb./sec. 

2c e 

1 = T.D3.L . 
550 (12)3 20 

; iTi2 H.P. 

3 
= I.832 x 10-2 . D . E , !z 2 H.P. . . ..(25) 0 g [IO3 

i 

For axr at row1 tmperaturo, 

F - 6.81 x IO-9 . i??.& . H.P. . . . . ..(26) 
0 

2) Oil Lubrication 

"JqJation (25) could be used to obtam sn approximate figure for the 
frlctionnl loss In an 011 journal benring. Alternatively, an empzrical 
formula, such as the following due to F.C. Linn 8ndD.E. Irons (Ref. I+), 
may be used. 
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N F = 3.77 x IO-3 , D'*55 . Lo.55 , (-) 
Id 

I.43 * z0.43 . go.43 

where Z = vi&oslty of the oil - oentipvises 

sndQ s: 011 flew - gal./nin. 

When bearmg loads of up to 5000 lb. are being oonsulered (Fig. 13) the 
follomng values are chosen as representative of standard turbine praotioe. 

Unit bearing load, -!- = 150 lb./in2 
D.1, 

Viscosity of the oil, Z 5 15 centipoises 

011 Flow, Q, when W = 5000 lb. = 5 gal./min. 

For comparison purposes the ml flow 1s assumed d..u?ectly proportional to the 
load, and the pump power whxh is less than 1 H.P. is neglected. 

, 



INLET INLET HOLES IN PERIPHERAL RINGS 

EXHAUSTS AIR 

Fig .I. An Air Lubricated Journal Bearing. 



(a) AN AXIAL SECTION 

h 

- - -  

L/ 

(b) POSITION IN THE BEARING 

Fig.2 The Equivalent Slot. 



@I ‘FLARED 

ct, CONNECTED 

Fig. 3 Three Types of Inlet Hole. 
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Fq 7. Other Experimental Data 
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Fi9.9. Effect ot Clearance Ratio on Mass Flow 
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Flg.10 Effect of Reynolds Number 
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Fig.11 .Performance away from the Design Point 
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Fig.12 Compressor Power Consumption 
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Fig.13. A Comparison of Bearing Losses 
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Fig. 14.Bearing. Losses at High Speeds. 
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